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Testing 135

1) Will all students be in the same room for the SAT on April 12, or 
do you plan to separate them into smaller groups? 2) If a virtual 
student isn’t comfortable coming to school for the SAT, what 
happens?

1) Students will be grouped in pods of 15 or less for all exams 2) 
The state is mandating that schools offer the test in-person

Testing 207 Do 11th graders take all of those tests or just choose one? 11th grade students must take all 3 tests to complete the MME.

9th Grade Orientation 5
Is the 9th-grade orientation only for 9th graders who are returning to 
in-person learning or is it for all 9th graders?

We don't know exact numbers yet. The goal is to keep them to 5 or 
less.

Logistics 34
Has this hybrid system been successfully tested in other school 
districts?

AAPS has consulted with like Districts (i.e., Canton, West 
Bloomfield, etc.) who have like hybrid models.  Thank you for your 
inquiry….

Hybrid vs Virtual 153

If your child has to quarantine, is showing symptoms or is awaiting a 
COVID test (but FEELS fine), can they switch to remote learning on 
a day they would normally be in the classroom? It seems silly to 
make them miss the whole day just vecause they can’t be physically 
present? Absolutely. 

Logistics 94
So in the afternoon are they just doing homework for the same 
blocks?  Or is this additional instruction?

Additional instruction. Currently blocks are 105 minutes. This will 
split the session between morning and afternoon. All sessions will 
be synchronous M,T,Th,F.

Testing 166
I will remain virtual. Do we have to take the PSAT/SATs and/or M-
Steps in person or can we take them online?

All state standardized testing will be in-person only. This is the only 
choice offered.

Health & Safety 62
Will all teachers be returning to teach in-person? Or, are only those 
that are vaccinated be returning?

All teachers are being asked to return. If staff have unique 
stituations that prevent them from returning, they will work in 
conjunction with Human Resources.

Hybrid vs Virtual 189 Do hybrid group start in person on March 25th or after spring break? April 19th.

Hybrid vs Virtual 273
Is it possible for the in person class going full day before the end of 
the school year?

At this time, the plan is to remain in hybrid for the last 7 weeks of 
this school year.

Health & Safety 66

Will rapid antigen testing be done randomly (ie for asymptomatic 
students), or only for those students/staff who are exposed to 
Covid? Both. There will be random antigen testing for high school students.

Hybrid vs Virtual 44

Is it possible to change from a M/T in school option to the Th/F? We 
are school of choice and don’t have transportation available for the 
M/T, and our last name falls within A-L. Call your student's class principal.

Logistics 33

My email address seems to be blacklisted by AAPS so I never 
received any email from AAPS.  How do I get the survey so I can 
surely respond to it by the due date?

Contact anglind@a2schools.org. Ms. Anglin is Mr. Lowder's office 
professional and can help with families not getting emails.



Logistics 109
Both in-person and virtual school will start earlier starting the week 
before spring break, correct? Correct. March 25 classes will begin at 8:20.

Testing 213 Is the MME for juniors still a graduation requirement?

Currently the Class of 2022 has the MME as a graduation 
requriement. That would be an alteration at the Board of Education 
level should they choose to change it given the pandemic 
circumstances.

Logistics 1

There are 7 instructional weeks after April 17.  Do you expect that 
the face-to-face option will remain the same for those 7 weeks? Or 
do you expect changes, like offering full days or 4 half days?

Currently, the expectation is that the face-to-face will remain the 
same for the 7 weeks.

Hybrid vs Virtual 128
Are there any negatives to a student deciding to stay home and 
doing online learning?

Each family needs to make a decision that works best for their 
individual needs.

Hybrid vs Virtual 234
So when will we know if we are in the same restrictive schedule next 
year?

I cannot answer that at this time. Anything could happen between 
now and then.

Hybrid vs Virtual 242
Have any decisions been made about fall?  Will it look the same as 
this

I cannot answer that at this time.Anything could happen between 
now and then.

Hybrid vs Virtual 32
Will it be allowed for music students to only attend such a class 
instead of attending for the whole day? If not, why? I don't have an answer for this. 

Hybrid vs Virtual 182

I submitted this question earlier but it was not yet answered so just 
checking back: If a student is split-enrolled between Pioneer and 
Community, would it be possible to only attend the Community class 
(jazz) in person, and attend the Pioneer classes virtually? I'm not certain at this point. I don't see an issue to be honest.

Hybrid vs Virtual 248 If we didn't get the survey today what do we do? It is posted to the a2schools website.

Hybrid vs Virtual 264
Can you please post the address where we can access the survey 
and the presentation at a later date? It is posted to the Pioneer website.

Logistics 91
Will the in-person morning lessons be with the teacher who is 
teaching the class or another adult?

It will be with the teacher teaching the class except in a rare case if 
we have a teacher split between buildings.

Logistics 102
Student in hybrid, in the days they atend in person, do they need to 
bring computer to class

It would be recommended in case students need to type an essay or 
utizlie as a resource - not meant for them to be watching the teacher 
on their computer when they’re in person.

Hybrid vs Virtual 79

If our kid is unable to attend in person -- let's say he has a cold, or is 
awaiting a negative Covid test, or we need them at home for some 
reason -- they will be marked absent?  Will the work they submit that 
day count as zero?

It would be treated just like attendance in years prior. Parents would 
call/email the attendance line and excuse their child.

Hybrid vs Virtual 93

Neighboring districts have safely implemented hybrid plans involving 
2 full days in-person (or four 1/2 days) why didn’t AAPS considered 
a similar plan for this school year?

It's not that we didn't consider it. We just didn't end up going in that 
direction after months of consulting and trying to figure out some 
logistics. We ultimately chose to follow the same model as Plymouth 
(and a few other districts) that we felt their size and demographics 
were similar to ours.  

Logistics 96
Students that are online, will they take June finals online or will they 
have to go to school to take them?

June Finals would be online if they choose to remain virtual for the 
rest of the school year.



Health & Safety 25

Many schools have been back in person for some time. These 
schools have been able to handle full day attendance by having the 
students eat in small groups in their classroom. Why is the school 
not able to come up with an option for full day at least part of the 
week. live answered

Logistics 113
How will lunch be structured in terms of being in person vs by 
themselves

Lunch will NOT be in the building. Students will be dismissed at 11:
55 to return home for lunch.

Health & Safety 60
If a student and family travel will the student be required to submit a 
Covid19 negegative test result? No

Health & Safety 77 Will there be a requirement to disclose travel? No

Testing 266
How many students will be in each classroom for PSAT testing?  
How will you ensure 6ft distancing?

No more than 15. We will ensure 6ft distancing by measuring 6ft 
between students.

Testing 202
I thought there was an online option for PSAT for students who 
won't return to in person. Is that correcT? No. All PSAT tests are in-person only.

Logistics 52

Will final exams (week of June 7) be remote only?

I assume there's no advantage to attending exams in person so that 
students who prefer may choose to do al their exams remotely No. If students are in person, they will take their exams in person.

Logistics 23
Will the student's classes be changed (different teacher or hour) 
based on their choice to return to in person or remain virtual?

No. Students will stay with their exact teachers and order of classes 
they are currently in, although the time and schedule of when those 
classes will be changing.

Testing 308

If your student is going to stay virtual for the rest of the year, could 
they come only in person for the SAT, but then skip the other 
standardized testing being offered in person?

No. The SAT is one of three tests that make up the MME. In order to 
be considered complete, all three tests must be attempted in the 
same year.

Testing 47
Will students who are remaining virtual, complete standardized 
testing online?

No. The state and College Board did not change that option. Testing 
will need to be in person in the school during the week of April 12. 
More info coming a little later on with a slide during the presentation.

Hybrid vs Virtual 104
so to access resources kids need to be logged onto schoolology — 
which means they need to be in front of computers all the time.

No. The students in class may be using their computers, but they 
will not be utilizing Schoology or zoom while in the building. They 
will still need to access Schoology to get some information and to 
post assignments.

Logistics 132
Will sports players be allowed to stay at school all day due to 
transportation to and from school for practice? No. They must leave campus.

Hybrid vs Virtual 76

Follow up to the previously asked question - If a student has to 
quarantine and attend school virtually when they are supposed to be 
in person, they will be marked absent? No. They will be noted as "quarantined."

Sports 240 how many students allowed on the bus for sporting events? One per seat.
Seniors 249 is the senior meeting just for students? Parents my attend the Senior Class Webinar if they like
Logistics 3 Will students need a parking pass? Parking passes will not be needed this year.

Hybrid vs Virtual 164
I have not received an email survey. Where can I complete this if I 
do not receive this in my email?

Please check your spam folder and other folders. If you are still not 
able to find the email, contact Ms. McClelland, 
mcclellandb@a2schools.org before 3/22/21.

Health & Safety 48
Is there a testing plan being implemented? If so, what is the mix of 
PCR vs rapid testing? Please see the slide presentation.



Health & Safety 50
Will AAPS notify us if there is a positive case (student) in our 
schools? Please see the slide presentation.

Testing 188 When will 10th graders take the PSAT? How will that work? PSAT 10 will be offered on April 14th. Details will be shared soon.

Testing 230 Is the PSAT required for sophmores?
Schools are required to administer the PSAT10 to 10th grade 
students.

Testing 209 are 9th graders required to take PSAT? Schools are required to administer the PSAT9 to 9th grade students.
Seniors 201 when is going to be the last day of school for 12th grade? Seniors last day will be on May 28th

Testing 155 How will AP tests be offered?
Speak to your AP teacher to find out which dates are offered and in 
what format

Sports 99
Assuming that choosing virtual doesn’t impact the ability to 
participate in sports. Students attending school virtually can still particpate in sports. 

Health & Safety 64

I just saw where Pioneer and Skyline have ended their regular 
basketball season early due to COVID, what would this mean for 
students if this happens when F2F?

Students in close contact with a positive case would have to 
quarantine. 

Health & Safety 114

I just saw where Pioneer and Skyline have ended their regular 
basketball season early due to COVID, what would this mean for 
students if this happens when F2F?

Students in close contact with a positive case would have to 
quarentine. 

Health & Safety 163

I just saw where Pioneer and Skyline have ended their regular 
basketball season early due to COVID, what would this mean for 
students if this happens when F2F?

Students in close contact with a positive case would have to 
quarentine. 

Health & Safety 241

I just saw where Pioneer and Skyline have ended their regular 
basketball season early due to COVID, what would this mean for 
students if this happens when F2F?  If you don’t have an answer, 
please just let us know you don’t know what will happen?  These are 
the types of things likely to come up that may impact our students, 
and knowing what the answers are would be helpful.

Students in close contact with a positive case would have to 
quarentine. 

Testing 214 Are seniors and other off school when the testign is happening?

Students not testing will be required to attend syncronous classes 
on Monday and Friday and complete asynchronous work on 
Tuesday and Thursday.

Seniors 231 If you choose to remain virtual can you still attend senior events? Students who remain virtual may still be involved in Senior actitivies

Logistics 133

My child does after-school sports. Will he have to take the city bus 
home at noon, and then take it back to school several hours later? 
Or can he do his afternoon remote classes at school? Students will have to leave campus at the end of day (11:55 am).  

Logistics 100
So what happens in the afternoon?  Is it synchronous or 
asynchronous? Synchronous.

Hybrid vs Virtual 9

How will students who remain virtual engage with their classes and 
teachers while others are in person? Will there be amplification 
systems in the rooms so that remote students will be able to hear 
masked in-person teachers and students during class? What other 
methods will be used to ensure that remote students are not 
receiving an inferior learning experience?

Teachers have three days of professional development and are 
being trained to use the new equipment and additional teaching 
strategies needed to teach both sets of students simultaneously.

Hybrid vs Virtual 30
How are you preparing the teachers for teaching at the same time in 
person and virtually?

Teachers have three days of professional development and are 
being trained to use the new equipment and additional teaching 
strategies needed to teach both sets of students simultaneously.



Hybrid vs Virtual 105

How do you see Teachers being able to balance helping in class 
students and online at the same time? I know you said break out 
sessions but I can see all students might need help at the same 
time.

Teachers have three days of professional development and are 
being trained to use the new equipment and additional teaching 
strategies needed to teach both sets of students simultaneously.

Logistics 115
Will all teachers be returning to teach in-person? Or, are only those 
that are vaccinated be returning?

Teachers will be returning to teach in-person. We cannot ask if they 
are vaccinated or not.

Hybrid vs Virtual 15
What is the instruction mode for hybrid students on the non in-
person days? That information is coming in the slides 17-22 coming soon.

Hybrid vs Virtual 84
So essentially there is only one full day of in person instruction per 
week That is correct.

Hybrid vs Virtual 275

so the individual students in each class will remain the same, what 
will change is that some will be in person, and some will be only 
online? That is correct.

Hybrid vs Virtual 65

If CDC says 3 feet is as effective as 6 feet for distancing when other 
precautions are followed, will it be possible to accommodate 
students for all four half days in person? That is not the plan at this time.

Logistics 69
If the cohorts are skewed, will they be the same for all schools 
(middle and high school?).

That is part of the reason we aren’t releasing that info until after we 
recieve the results. We want to coordinate across secondary to try 
and make the most sense.

Logistics 116 how will kids on zoom hear “roomies” if they are not on zoom too
That will be part of the professional development in place that the 
district will be working with teachers on.

Testing 200 What is the ACT WorkKeys?

The 2nd of 3 tests offered as part of the Michigan Merit Exam, the 
ACTWorkKeys is centered around job skills and hireability. Students 
must take all 3 to be considered finished with the MME.

Logistics 36
how many students will be in the building at one time? what is the 
student cound of Pioneer High School?

The current student count at Pioneer is 1896. We will not know the 
accurate number of students to return until we received the parent 
survey. Thank you for your inquiry….

Hybrid vs Virtual 2
If the student is not retuning and continuing 100% online what if 
anything is needed...orientation, registration??

The family survey being sent today and open until March 22 gives 
you the opportunity to make your choice and that is all that is 
required.

Hybrid vs Virtual 13
If the student is not retuning and continuing 100% online what if 
anything is needed...orientation, registration??

The family survey being sent today and open until March 22 gives 
you the opportunity to make your choice and that is all that is 
required.

Hybrid vs Virtual 7
what we have to do if we don't want to send our students to school? 
any action

The family survey being sent today and open until March 22 gives 
you the opportunity to make your choice.

Health & Safety 53

If a student/teacher has been infected or exposed and are required 
to quarantine, what is the process that will be followed for those 
students have come in contact with those individuals while in school.  
What is the required quarantine period

The quarantine guidelines are determined by Ann Arbor Public 
School’s Community and Recreation Department in collaboration 
with the Washtenaw County Health Department. They will assess 
the situation and provide Administration the appropriate response to 
each individual case. Thank you for your inquiry….

Health & Safety 56
Who is defining the quarantine requirements? Both who needs to 
quarantine (after exposure) and for how long?

The quarantine guidelines are determined by Ann Arbor Public 
School’s Community and Recreation Department in collaboration 
with the Washtenaw County Health Department. They will assess 
the situation and provide Administration the appropriate response to 
each individual case. Thank you for your inquiry….



Testing 90
If we choose to continue virtual what woul the SAT look like for my 
Junior?

The SAT is only being offered in-person on April 13. That is the only 
option we are allowed to offer.

Hybrid vs Virtual 119
Is there a particular reasoning for why we’re going back, and why at 
the particular time planned? Thank you

The Superintendent outlines all of that in her address found on the 
a2schools website.

Hybrid vs Virtual 75
How do we notify you that our daughter would like to return to 
school when offered?

The survey is coming out from the district in your email today and 
will be available until March 22.

Health & Safety 81
What will you do if a teacher has to quarantine with half their 
students but the other students are still in person?

There are a number of unique siturations like this that COULD 
happen. We will deal with each on a case-by-case basis. We won’t 
be able to know every eventuality but will deal with each as they 
come up.

Seniors 239 When will prom be?
There are no plans for a Senior Prom, but a End of the Year 
Celebration activity for Seniors only

Hybrid vs Virtual 39

I totally understand the need to adhere to the Super Six safety 
protocols.  But will kids be able to have any kind of fun with their 
peers at all?  Like group activities in class?  Sitting near friends at 
lunch?  If not, then I worry that being in the building will be more 
stressful than being at home.

There is no lunch and students will be reminded repeatedly to 
adhere to the guidelines that have been presented or they will be 
asked to stay at home. I do not doubt at all, that it will be a chore for 
some.

Testing 217
Is there bussing to get to the PSAT and other exams that week?  Or 
parents have to drop off?

There will be transportation. While details aren't finalized, the plan is 
considering using the middle schools as "hubs" for students to take 
a shuttle to and from the week of testing ONLY. Transportation 
would revert to full bus runs once classes begin on Apr. 19.

Logistics 11 Will there be orientation for transfer students (non-9th graders)?
There will be. Information is coming soon - we are currently planning 
on a session on April 7 for non-9th grade new students.

9th Grade Orientation 19
Will there be another 9th grade orientation later if students prefer not 
to be in the building right now?

There will not be. There will be an opportunity in the fall for those 
students who are new to the building.

Logistics 118
Can students bring their own devices to school or does it specifically 
need to be their school-issued Chromebook?

They can bring their own, but we recommend thry bring the school-
issed chromebook to make access to the apps easier and the tech 
support is much easier.

Hybrid vs Virtual 54

If you are signed up for hybrid learning can you stay home some 
days and do your class from home if you desire to, and then return 
back to your cohort the next day of class? Or will the student be 
marked absent if not physically in the room?

They will be marked absent. Once a family makes a choice, we ask 
that students and families follow that choice which would mean 
students would be marked absent if they were not physically in 
school when they had indicated they would be.

Hybrid vs Virtual 130
Re asking my question - will students that need to quarantine be 
able  to attend school remotely without being marked absent? They will be marked as "quarantined."

Hybrid vs Virtual 106
How will in-person kids do breakout sessions while maintaining 
social distancing?

They will be spread out in their classrooms, still adhearing to the 
social distancing guidelines.

Testing 219 What happens if a 9th grade student is sick the test day?
They would be able to take the exam during the makeup day two 
weeks later.

Seniors 228 do you still have Bon Voyage party?
This year, all the comprehensive high schools will hold a Senior 
Only Activity for the end of the year

Testing 210
What time do 10th Graders take the PSAT on 4/15? No time on the 
slide. Thank you

Time will be dependent on some current transportation issues. More 
info soon.

Seniors 263
during graduation would there be some limits amount of family 
members to enter the stadium for the ceremony? To be determined....



Hybrid vs Virtual 20
How can I resubmit the survey for. y daughter if I completed it 
wrongly?

Try clicking the link again. If it will not allow you to, reach out to Mr. 
Hudson’s or Mr. Skiba’s office to help alter your choice.

Sports 72

As spring sports start up and even with most of them outdoors, can 
each team request to have testing like the winter sports did? If part 
of the teams are back in school it could help with tracing and control. 
How would a team request it if they wanted access for their season?

Two sports will have mandated testing this spring (Boys and Girls 
Water Polo).  The state water polo association is requiring all teams 
in the state to test 3X/week.  No other sports have testing planned at 
this time.  

Testing 31
If students are remaining fully virtual, will they complete testing 
online?

Unfortunately, all the State assessments are in person. Students 
who are fully virtual will still have to take the SAT or PSAT in person. 
Thank you for your inquiry….

Sports 158 Is there transportation for sports outside Washtenaw County?
We do not usually supply transportation within Washtenaw County, 
but if a coach feels is in needed, we will supply. 

Sports 67

Will there be a district-wide protocol for returning students/athletes 
to sports/school if they have chosen to travel over the spring break?  
The CDC guidelines that Swift sent out indicate a covid test within 3-
4 days post-travel and a 7-day quarantine.  Is this the standard that 
all Pioneer students and Pioneer athletes should follow?

We encourage testing upon return from spring break (domenstic 
travel).  Students traveling internationally should self-quarentine for 
10 days after returning to the US and may not attend in-person 
school.  CDC recomends getting a PCR test 3-5 days afer after 
arriving home.  A negative test does not shorten the quarentine.

Logistics 120

My seniors have some of their courses at UM (dual enrolled) the 
afternoon. With the new scheduling, their Pioneer courses are now 
in conflict with their UM courses.  How will this be handled?

We have a few students in this boat. Please reach out to the 
student’s counselor and we’ll be working with each family on a case-
by-case basis.

Hybrid vs Virtual 86 Why is 7th hour always remote?

We only have eight 7th period classes. To have them come back for 
7th period would be very difficult and it is the only period that meets 
daily.

Sports 238 Will anything change with spring sports?

We will continue to follow MDHHS, MHSAA and AAPS policies for 
spring sports.  Sport-specific rules are posted on www.mhsaa.com 
and will vary based on level of contact in the sport.  

Health & Safety 43
Have or will all Pioneer faculty and staff be vaccinated (by return 
date)?

We would not be able to share that information. We can share that 
all staff have had the opportunity to be vaccinated. Because of 
privacy of staff, we cannot share, nor can we ask them to share with 
us, if they are or are not vaccinated.

Health & Safety 49

Have all teachers and staff been vaccinated?  If not, is that 
information available to parents to help make decisions about the 
return.

We would not be able to share that information. We can share that 
all staff have had the opportunity to be vaccinated. Because of 
privacy of staff, we cannot share, nor can we ask them to share with 
us, if they are or are not vaccinated.

Hybrid vs Virtual 22
Can we start in hybrid mode and return to virtual if we change our 
mind?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
to week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 42 What if we start in hybrid and want to go back to virtual?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
to week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 51
If my student signs up for hybrid and then changes their mind, can 
they go back to virtual only?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
to week window to allow changes.



Hybrid vs Virtual 250
If our student is vaccinated in mid April, may they return in end of 
April?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
to week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 265
If my student chooses hybrid and then changes their mind, can they 
go back to virtual?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
to week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 138
Do we have the choice to switch from in-person to virtual if we 
change our minds?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 161 Does a student have the option of delaying enrolling into hybrid?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 170
If a student chooses to stay virtual now, but would like to switch to in 
person later, do they have the option to change their mind?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 185
Didn’t hear the answer to this.  If you start out in hybrid and it’s not a 
good fit, can you revert to virtual?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 193 Will students have the option to switch from Hybrid to remote only?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 198

If a family selects the hybrid format but determine that it does not 
meet the needs of the student, is there an option to return to only 
virtual learning?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 216

If our high schooler gets vaccinated in the beginning of April, then 
could they go back in person after getting vaccinated? So return 
back in mid to end of April?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 218
If my child wants to return after they are vaccinated, can they 
choose to join after the hybrid model begins?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 229
If my student signs up for hybrid and then changes their mind, can 
they go back to virtual only?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.



Hybrid vs Virtual 237
If a student chooses to stay remote but they change their mind later, 
is it possible to switch?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 288 Can we change our decision from hybrid to virtual and vice versa?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 301
to be sure, please respond on being able to switch to virtual atfer 
one selects hybrid

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 302
i'm sorry i missed the answer to the question of whether students 
can try hybrid, and go back to online if it doesn't work out?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 303
If we opt to remain virtual, will it be possible to change our mind and 
go to hybrid later?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 305
What happens if a student changes their mind and decides to go 
virtual after signing up for in person classes?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 307

Sorry, can you repeat your answer regarding a decision change if a 
student plans to come in person and then decides they are not 
comfortable with it and want to return to remote learning?

While we ask that you make a choice and stick with it for the next 
seven weeks, we recognize that some will decide that their initial 
decision may not prove to be viable. So we arecurrently looking at a 
two week window to allow changes.

Health & Safety 46 Are water bottles able to be filled at school?
Yes all water fountains were switched to water bottle stations 
through the entire school.

Hybrid vs Virtual 136 If a student misses the bus, can they do school virtually? Yes indeed.

Hybrid vs Virtual 154

If someone that chooses hybrid needs to stay home for some 
reason (like if they're a little sick) but is still able to attend school 
virtually can they do that and then return to school (once they get a 
negative covid test)? Yes indeed.

Hybrid vs Virtual 68

i got a bus schedule before getting the survey for in school learning 
and virtual, should i still fill out the bus schedule even after i filled 
virtual learning only? Yes please.

Hybrid vs Virtual 195

if i fill out the virtual learning do i have still have to fill out the bus 
survey?

Yes please.

Logistics 95

Why do kids repeat the same blocks in person (in the morning) and 
remote (in the afternoon)? Will they be seeing the same teacher two 
times a day? Yes they will see the same teacher.



Logistics 45
Will teachers be teaching at the same time both students who are at 
home and students who are in the building?

Yes, that is correct. We have implemented this process of 
instruction in the past with our World Language Mandarin Chinese 
classes. Our Instructor at the time was streamed to both Huron and 
Skyline. Thank you for your inquiry….

Hybrid vs Virtual 112

If in cohort 1 for example, students on Monday will be in person for 
blocks 1,3,5 in the morning and then remote for blocks 1,3,5 in the 
afternoon - is that correct Yes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 184
Will students opting for virtual instruction be able to take 
standardized tests and do orientation in person? Yes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 190

So students are attending an in-person version of their 1.3.5 blocks 
in the morning and a remote version of their 1.3.5 blocks in the 
afternoon? Yes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 212

All the classes and teachers will stay the same, with the same 
students in them -- just a subset of the students for each class will 
be in person? Yes.

Hybrid vs Virtual 272 Will students stay with their current teachers? Yes.

Logistics 41
Will tests and exams for students who are virtual on Zoom continue 
in the same way? Yes.

Logistics 98
Are the remote classes for A-L identical to the ones that are in-
person for M-Z? Yes.

Testing 211
On this slide for testing week, does “asychronous” equal students 
working completely independently? Yes.

Testing 246

On the asynchronous days in April when testing is occurring, is that 
similar to the Wednesday schedule - no classes and students 
should work on their own? Yes.

Testing 192 Are the April PSAT tests for gr 9 and 10 be in-person only? Yes.  

Testing 223

If child has already taken the SAT independently, do they have to 
come in to take SAT again (or can they email/mail proof of SAT 
completion)?

Yes. Independent SAT's are NOT the state testing that is part of the 
MME. This sequence is built very specifically

Testing 147 Are AP tests only being offered digitally?
Yes. Speak to your AP teacher to find out which dates are offered 
and in what format

Testing 222 When do we sign up for SAT and ACT? You are automatically enrolled for the state-testing SAT on April 13.

Testing 199
If we don’t want our student coming into the building, do we need to 
exempt our student from state testing?

You cannot exempt your student from testing - there is no process. 
Schools are required to give the exam. What families choose about 
taking the exam is up to each family

Logistics 78 Will students go to school all day?

You’ll be able to see this on the slides again when the presentation 
is shared. They will be in person until 11:55 am on the days they 
attend. They will be synchronous with their classes in the afternoon 
as well.

9th Grade Orientation 63
Will 9th grade orientation be in the building or outside? How many 
students do you expect per group?

9th Grade Orientation 87
Will there be an alternative orientation date for freshman I’d medical 
conflict exists on April 5?



9th Grade Orientation 225
How will 9th graders be participating in classes if those lessons are 
asynchronous due to staff training & classroom setup?

9th Grade Orientation 260
Do you have orientation for non-freshmen who are new to the 
district?

Accommodations 280
Will students with Sec 504 plans have the opportunity to receive 
additional support or time at school?

Health & Safety 6
What steps have been taken to ensure water and air safety in the 
building?

Health & Safety 14

How will mask wearing and social distancing be enforced? Can 
teachers remove students from classrooms who refuse to follow 
covid protocols? What about hallways and passing time?

Health & Safety 28
Can you expand on the ventialtion upgrades, including whether 
windows will be able to be opened?

Health & Safety 29 Will students be able to eat in the classrooms?

Health & Safety 35

The safety protocols are designed with 6 feet of social distance in 
mind. Fauci has stated the CDC will reduce the recommendations to 
3 feet of social distance "soon," because studies are showing that 
COVID transmission risk is no higher at 3 feet than 6 feet. If that 
happens prior to reopening in April, will you consider adjusting 
school policies accordingly? For example, 3 feet of social distance 
would make it possible to let kids eat lunch at school, and have full 
days of in-person learning (and not disrupt the day, and disrupt 
teaching, with mid-day transitions).

Health & Safety 37 Will masks be provided to students?

Health & Safety 57
Can you explain your definition of “close contact” that will require a 
quarantine, please.

Health & Safety 58
If your child is vaccinated by early April, would they need to 
quarantine if exposed?

Health & Safety 59

What are the criteria for quaranting students if there is a positive 
case for a student or staff? i.e. all students in cohort or classroom or 
is it just kids that have come in  6 ft contact

Health & Safety 73
What (if any) changes are(will be) made to the building ventilation 
systems?

Health & Safety 82

What steps are being taken for better ventilation and for water 
safety? Water, specifically, since buildings have not been occupied 
for a year.  Thank you.

Health & Safety 83
Given that spring is coming, is there any consideration to move to 
in-person lunch outside and distanced?

Health & Safety 89

is aaps working with uofm like they did for teachers  to get 
highschool students eligable to receive the vaccination  immunized 
before their return?

Health & Safety 97
If you have to quarentine because of a school exspoure, can you 
then join virtual learning and not be marked absent?



Health & Safety 127

Can you talk more about logistics of the antigen testing? How will 
this be implemented? How will students' privacy be protected if 
there's a positive result?

Health & Safety 131
Asking again - what is the required quarantine period for 
teachers/students who are exposed/infected

Health & Safety 134
Can you clarify the contact tracing protocol? We need to know if 
entire classroom will be quarantined if there is a positive case.

Health & Safety 139 Where will breakfast be eaten?

Health & Safety 141
Please can you clarify your definition of “close contact” that will 
require quarantining.

Health & Safety 157
What if a student has seasonal allergy symptoms that might mirror 
covid symptoms (congestion, coughing). How will that be handled?

Health & Safety 176
How will the mitigation strategies be enforced when in the building? 
And what happens if someone violates?

Health & Safety 227
Can you please expand on the ventilation upgrades, including 
whether windows will be open?

Health & Safety 233

Under what circumstances, such as another possible surge due to 
variants, would AAPS decide to re-implement virtual-only classes for 
high school students?  What are the metrics that would be used to 
make that decision?

Health & Safety 244
When the students enter the building will the temp be tested 
regularly?

Health & Safety 259

What are the protcols for music classes with regard to the social 
distancing guidelines, since they typically don't take place in a 
standard classroom?

Health & Safety 270 Will students in choir be allowed to sing together in class?

Health & Safety 271

What are the criteria for quaranting students if there is a positive 
case for a student or staff? i.e. all students in cohort or classroom or 
is it just kids that have come in  6 ft contact

Health & Safety 290
Will   Covid numbers in the county impact the return to in person 
learning and if so what’s the threshold to go back to all virtual?

Hybrid vs Virtual 10

Will exam week be remote only? 

I assume there's no advantage to attending exams in person so that 
students who want can choose to do their exams remotely

Hybrid vs Virtual 186

Can you speak more about the split blocks please? Do you 
anticipate the split will have any negative impact on delivery of 
content/ability to learn?

Logistics 21

What happens Memorial Day week, when there is no Monday face-
face option because of the holiday?  Will Mon-Tues cohort just only 
have one day of face-face or will it be balanced out across cohorts?

Logistics 24

If a student is split-enrolled between Pioneer and Community, would 
it be possible to only attend the Community class (jazz) in person, 
and attend the Pioneer classes virtually?



Logistics 38
what is the plan for Varsity band?   when will they be able to play 
together?

Logistics 40

Why do clubs remain virtual? If indoor sports are open, school is 
open, when will the arts be open? This is very hard for those that 
are in theater to understand. It doesn’t appear equitable at all. Favor 
for sport, not arts.

Logistics 55

What are the protcols for music classes with regard to the social 
distancing guidelines, since they typically don't take place in a 
standard classroom?

Logistics 80

Suppose you learn from the survey that only 25% of Pioneer 
students want to return to the building. Could the in-person kids then 
attend 4 full days per week? No need for a complicated hybrid plan?

Logistics 92 Will cosmetology be hybrid as well?

Logistics 108
Do you want the in-person students to bring their computers to 
class?

Logistics 111
How will the in person students see the chat in the zoom? (It is the 
main form of participation in some classes)

Logistics 117 How will hallways/passing time work?

Logistics 121

My child would not normally receive transportation to school. Will I 
be required to provide transportation daily still? Just trying to 
consider pick up from multiple schools and work meetings.

Logistics 122
Will kids at home be able to see the kids in the classroom or ONLY 
the things that are on the teacher’s computer or whiteboard?

Logistics 124
Has any plan been made for students who are dual enrolled / take 
jazz band at community / etc

Logistics 125 Are parking passes necessary?

Logistics 129
Will students need to bring their computers to school so they can 
engage with the students at home?

Logistics 137
Does my daughter need to get a parking permit? She is a Sophmore 
and recently got her diver's license.

Logistics 142
Not clear is students who come in person need to bring their 
computers with them

Logistics 143 Can we drop off at 7th street or only at clock tower?

Logistics 144
what should families do with middle school students with the same 
pick up and drop off times?

Logistics 146 Will choir students be able to sing together during class?

Logistics 148

For students who go hybrid, will there ever be any opportunity for a 
F2F 7th hour? One of my kids has a core academic class 7th hour 
and has been struggling in it. We’d been anticipating that being w/ 
the teacher in-person might help.

Logistics 150
Will students stay in one classroom the entire morning or switch 
classrooms?



Logistics 151 Are you allowing kids to walk to/from schoo?

Logistics 152

What options are there for students who attend Pioneer as a school 
of choice and thier parents cannot leave work to transport them in 
the middle of the day?  It sounds like if I can't pick up my student in 
the middle of the day, then the student would have to select virtual 
only.

Logistics 159
Are you asking parents to pick their students up four hours after they 
drop them off?

Logistics 160 How will my child's split enrollment be affected by this schedule?
Logistics 162 If we need to get a parking spot how can we do that?

Logistics 167

A 10 minute drop off and pick up window is tight and unexpected 
things occur. What is the protocol for handling students who are not 
picked up by 12:05?

Logistics 168 When is attendence taken?  Each class like now?

Logistics 169

For Homebuilding and other Trades programs, the kids need to get 
to a different site and back.  Is it possible to remain online EXCEPT 
for the Trades program like Homebuilding?

Logistics 171
Is there going to be a bit of flexibility in drop off time as elementary 
start time is 8:10

Logistics 172 Can kids drive themselves to school?

Logistics 173
How will it work in band?  Will students be playing their instruments 
at school?

Logistics 174
What if we choose to ride the bus then decide its not a good fit?  Do 
we contact the bus service?

Logistics 175 Will band students be playing instruments in-person?

Logistics 177
If we have an exposure and need to quarantine, can my child join 
the virtual group for that quarantine period?

Logistics 178 Will the new schedule start on March 25 or just the earlier start?

Logistics 179

If a student has to miss in person school due to quarantining, for 
example, can they jump in to the remote portion with the other 
cohort?

Logistics 181
is there enough internet bandwidth to run student and teacher Zoom 
from the high school?

Logistics 187
Will breakfast be eaten in classrooms? This will influence our choice 
so we need to know before we complete the survey.

Logistics 196
With the succesful plan with sports returning, when will the arts be 
returning?

Logistics 197 There are no restrictions on walking or biking to school right?

Logistics 208

How should parents of both high school and middle school students 
handle drop off and pick up with start and end times being the same 
so everyone is there on time but not too early?



Logistics 220
Does this new schedule provide the same amount of teacher 
contact that is occurring at this time?

Logistics 221

if your student is transported by parents then they are dropped off 
by 810  and picked up by 12  on the 2 days they are inperson  and 
then returned to school in afternoon if they involved in spring sport ?

Logistics 224
So, for both the weeks of April 5 and 12, there are only TWO days 
each week that are Synchronous?

Logistics 232 If a student decided to stay virtual , will final exams be virtual to?
Logistics 235 Why is seventh hour offered only virtual?
Logistics 245 Will students return to school after lunch, if it is their in person day?
Logistics 253 Do our kids need to apply for parking passes
Logistics 258 Will students be moving from class to class on their days in school?
Logistics 268 Will students be using lockers or backpacks to limit travel?

Logistics 269
What will students do if they have online (Mi virtual classes) 
between in person classes?

Logistics 277
Sorry so My 9 th grader falls into mon - tues in person timeframe so 
does she still need to be present in March 25 th?

Logistics 278
Driver license, that is. I know typically parking is for Jrs and Srs. Can 
exceptions be made?

Logistics 281
What is the window of time between dismissal and remote back half 
of the day?

Logistics 297 What will passing time look like

Logistics 299
Do kids have enough time to take the bus and be ontime for virtual 
school?

Logistics 306

I’m still unclear about classroom tests/quizzes and final exams.  Will 
those all be on the computer for all? Or will cohorts take 
tests/quizzes on different days?  For final exams, will everyone be 
virtual that week?


